
Notes of a CCC Meeting 20 August 2012

PRESENT
Meade McCloughan (Chair), Stefano Casalotti, John Chamberlain, Jean Dollimore, 
Angela Hobsbaum, Helen Vecht, Alex McKinnell (Notes).

APOLOGIES
Alexandre Santacreu, Geoff Stillwell.

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF 16 JULY 2012
Circulated at the meeting, comments to Alex please.

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE COMMITTEE
Discussion continued from the previous meeting.
Angela Hobsbawm thought that increasing membership was one objective, but most 
of the others would be about cycling.  Members might become more active if we had 
more social events.  We are a friendly group, but are our meetings interesting enough 
to attract people?  Perhaps our agendas should highlight issues (for example safety, 
lorries, car free routes, etc).  Perhaps we should have one issue for each meeting.

SWISS COTTAGE
Stefano Casalotti has got one (architectural) volunteer.  We should get Mustafa Arif 
involved.  Stefano would see how many outsiders would be interested, and if two or 
three people would be willing to speak at a meeting.  He would contact Islington’s 
Living Streets representative.

LCC CAMPAIGNS CONFERENCE
This was on 8 September 2012 at South Bank University.   Jean Dollimore would ask 
Alexandre Santacreu and James Brander if they could go.

CAR FREE DAY
Fixed by Camden for 26 September 2012.  Jean Dollimore would not be available.  
Agreed Jean would give Camden Stefano Casalotti’s name as contact and John 
Chamberlain’s name as deputy. We should see it as a self promotion day.

COPENHAGEN PROJECT
John Chamberlain was leading this on 22 September 2012.

OBJECTIVES AUGUST 2012 TO JULY 2013
Stefano Casalotti had prepared a chart proposing four major activities, each divided 
into sub-activities (about four in each case) each with a coordinator, targets and 
achievements.  Two extra sub-activities, Schools and Community Centre Liaison and 
Increasing Local Membership, were added.  Names were put against each sub-
activity.
A revised chart would be prepared and put on web.



CARDS
Jean Dollimore submitted two proposed cards each incorporating the new LCC logo.  
These were discussed, and Jean will go ahead with the printing.

MEMBERS MEETING

George Coulouris and Dianne Padgett (formerly in Wandsworth group) joined us.

HOLBORN CIRCUS
The latest City Corporation proposals were tabled.  After discussion the consensus 
view was that there was no practicable better solution than that proposed.  Jean 
Dollimore would respond indicating this, and suggesting also that the pedestrians 
crossing point should be posotioned away from the southern end of Hatton Gardens.

CCC POLICY ON SEGREGATED CYCLE LANES
During consultations on the future of Tottenham Court Road Camden Council had 
asked CCC to review its position on these tracks.  A working party lead by John 
Chamberlain had discussed the implementation and future role of these facilities 
before putting ideas to the general membership.  John tabled a paper outlining a new 
proposed position (which was very little different from the previous one).  This was 
adopted subject to one slight modification, and will be put on the web site.

OBJECTIVES AUGUST 2012 TO JULY 2013
The plans discussed at the business meeting were tabled, further discussed, and 
agreed.

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
The LCC Campaigns Conference on 8 September 2012 was publicised.
The (rather limited) car free day on 21 September 2012 promoted by Camden Council 
was mentioned.

CHAIRS FOR FUTURE MEETINGS
The following were agreed: -

• 17 September 2012    Helen Vecht
• 15 October 2012    Jean Dollimore
• 19 November 2012    George Coulouris
• 17 December 2012    Stafano Casalotti

NEXT MEETING

Monday 17 September 2012 at Primrose Hill Community Centre, 29 Hopkinson’s 
Place NW1 8TN – Chair Helen Vecht.

http://www.camdencyclists.org.uk/newsitems/ccc/ccc-draft-policy-on-segregated-tracks
http://www.camdencyclists.org.uk/newsitems/ccc/ccc-draft-policy-on-segregated-tracks



